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1.0 Summary
This deliverable is sub-divided into two parts. The first part concerns the prediction of substructure or wave-in-jacket (WIJ) loads and the second part the topside or wave-in-deck (WID)
loads. Both parts aim to provide the best possible description of these extreme load
components; seeking to address the short-comings identified in the code requirements
(O1/D1), subject to the available Metocean data (O1/D2), taking full account of recent
advances in the description of the input parameters (O1/D3, O1/D4 and O1/D5). This
document addresses the second part, the prediction of WID loads, and is hereafter referred
to as deliverable O1/D6 (Part B).
It has already been noted in deliverable O1/D1 that the occurrence of WID loads is often the
single most important factor determining the reliability of a fixed offshore structure. Indeed,
the step change in the applied loads that arises when the crest of a wave enters the deck is
believed to be responsible for numerous platform failures. This document highlights the two
alternative ways of defining the WID loads: applying a simplified deterministic representation
or a full stochastic analysis. It comments on the advantages of each, indicating how and when
they should best be applied.
Given an understandable preference for design / re-assessment calculations to be both simple
and accessible, a deterministic approach is preferable. However, the challenge lies in ensuring
it is demonstratable conservative, but never excessively so. Given the complexity of WID
loading, the variability of the extreme sea states that generate it, and the range of potential
failure modes that need to be addressed, the difficulty of achieving a simplified but accurate
(or mildly conservative) solution should not be underestimated. This is made all the more
complicated by the potential importance of wave breaking, particularly when seeking to
define the largest loading events for a given return period.
Key points arising in this report are listed as follows:
(1) The nature of the WID loading is fundamentally one of a momentum transfer, from
the wave crest to the topside structure; the applied load being equal to the rate of
momentum transfer.
(2) The applied loads are dependant upon the wave shape (or at least that part of the
crest that enters the deck) and the associated water particle kinematics.
(3) The level of deck inundation is a key factor in determining both the magnitude of the
applied loads and its duration; the latter being key to any dynamic excitation.
(4) Although the spectral peak period, directional spread, and spectral bandwidth all have
a role in determining the WID loads, their primary role in respect of the largest load
lies in the extent to which they alter the occurrence of wave breaking. In most cases
this arises due to changes in the local wave steepness.
(5) The occurrence of wave breaking has a profound effect on the magnitude and
duration of the applied WID loads. This is particularly true in respect of wave overturning; remembering that this only needs to occur in the uppermost levels of the
wave crest, since it is this region (and only this region) that drives any WID loading.
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(6) In predicting the magnitude of the WID loads, the present code requirements (ISO,
API and NORSOK) all recommend the silhouette method. This is shown to be nonconservative, even after incorporating the recent modifications proposed by Santala
(2017). The explanation for this lies in the neglect of all breaking waves in the
calibration of the loading coefficient.
(7) The preferred method of prediction is based upon a momentum flux model
incorporating the porosity of the topside structure. Details of this are given in Ma &
Swan (2020b).
(8) Recommendations are made concerning the application of deterministic / stochastic
methods.
(a) If the deck elevation is relatively high such that only the most extreme crest
elevations can enter the deck, simplified deterministic calculations can be
applied without introducing excessive conservatism. However, they must be
based upon realistic large wave events, incorporating the possibility of wave
breaking.
(b) If the deck elevation is relatively low such that a broad range of wave events
can enter the deck, it becomes increasingly difficult to pre-determine the wave
events generating the worse-case loads without introducing excessive
conservatism. In such cases, a full stochastic analysis may be preferable. In
addressing all possible large wave events (in all storms), the potential
conservatism introduced by the need to select one particular wave event (or
group of wave events) is eliminated.
In undertaking the required calculations, it is essential that all possible failure modes are
considered, at all elevations. To achieve this the total load must be defined by the sum of all
loading components acting above the failure elevation. This will include both the wave-injacket and the wave-in-deck loading components.
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2.0 Introduction
This part of the O1/D6 report deals with the additional complexity arising from the occurrence
of wave-in-deck (WID) loading. It must be read in conjunction with Part A, dealing with wavein-jack (WIJ) loading, and addresses the case where the total wave load arises due to the sum
of WIJ and WID loading. In seeking effective descriptions of the WID loads, it is important to
note that these loads are often said to be “badly behaving”. The explanation for this lies in
two parts. First, a very large increase in load arises from a relatively small increase in the deck
inundation, Δη. It is for this reason that the effective prediction of WID loads is critically
dependent upon the incident crest elevations. Second, the loads exhibit a high level of
variability, despite a constant Δη.
In undertaking reliability calculations, two approaches are relevant:
(i)

(ii)

A deterministic approach based upon either a single wave event or multiple wave
events; the latter used to explore the relative importance of different failure
modes. In both cases the waves must be known a priori and defined such that they
provide a conservative estimate of the maximum WID load for a given Δη.
A full stochastic analysis in which the short-term distribution of WID loads
(including it’s inherent variability) is combined with the WIJ loads and integrated
over all relevant storms.

The following sections will discuss the application and merits of these two approaches. This
will highlight those circumstances in which the simplicity sought in method (i) may give
excessively conservative estimates of the maximum total loads. In such cases, the additional
effort required to undertake a full stochastic analysis, as outlined in method (ii), becomes
preferable.
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3.0 Problem definition
The single most important step lies in identifying those structures that are potentially
susceptible to WID loading. If, for example, the target reliability level is set to an annual
probability of 10-n, a susceptibility to WID loading involves the loss of an effective air-gap such
that ηc>hd; ηc being the crest elevation corresponding to Q≈10-n, where Q is the annual
exceedance probability, and hd the deck elevation. Since the solution required at this initial
stage is a simple “yes” or “no” (in terms of a susceptibility to WID loading), this can be
assessed using the short-term distribution of crest heights arising in the sea state defining the
peak of the Hs-Tp environmental contour given a specified return period. However, to
capitalise on recent research the adopted short-term distribution must include:
(a) The amplification of crest heights due to nonlinear effects, including those arising
beyond second-order.
(b) The amplification of (a) due to the finite plan area of the structure under
consideration.
(c) The dissipative effects of wave breaking taking due account of the steepness of the
sea state and, particularly, of individual waves within that sea state; the latter being
the primary cause of wave breaking in deeper water depths.
The combined effects of (a), (b) and (c) may produce crest heights that differ markedly from
the predictions of the Forristall (2000) ‘second-order’ crest height model which forms the
basis of much of the existing recommended practice. Depending on the relative importance
of the nonlinear amplifications (including area effects) and the dissipative effects of wave
breaking, the crest elevations can be both larger and smaller than second-order predictions;
the net effect primarily depending on the sea state steepness (½Hskp) and the effective water
depth (kpd). In UK continental waters, increased crest elevations typically arise in deep and
intermediate water depths. In contrast, the dissipative effects of wave breaking tend to
dominate in shallow water producing reduced crest elevations.
If the results of this assessment are “no” in terms of a susceptibility to WID loading, the
reliability calculations can be advanced based on WIJ loads alone (Part A). However, if “yes”,
then the combined effects of WIJ and WID loading need to be assessed. In this latter case, it
cannot be assumed that the largest crest defines the largest combined load. Specifically, it
cannot be assumed that the n-year load, or the largest load arising in n-years (having an
annual exceedance probability of Q= 1/n) is the load associated with the n-year crest. This is
equally true for both the combined total (WIJ + WID) load and for the WID load acting alone.
The explanation for this primarily lies in the occurrence of wave breaking. This is relevant to
all water depths and creates a situation in which a smaller, but steeper, breaking wave will
produce a lower level of deck inundation, Δη. However, it will be associated with increased
water particle kinematics high in the wave crest and hence increased WID loads. Specifically,
in the case of an over-turning wave, the maximum horizontal velocity, umax, will exceed the
phase velocity, c, since it is this which drives the process of wave breaking. As a result, larger
WID loads may result, despite a reduction in Δη. The effective inclusion of these events within
a realistic sea state that is broad-banded in both frequency and direction is key to the accurate
prediction of the n-year loads.
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This process is further complicated by the identification of the relevant failure modes,
particularly the elevation of failure. If this occurs at the mudline, due to either the total base
shear or total over-turning moment, the wave events responsible will be dependent upon the
relative importance of the WIJ and WID loads. In contrast, if the failure mode occurs high in
the jacket structure, perhaps due to inadequate bracing or a torsional mode, the WID loading
component will be dominant and the potential effects of wave breaking more significant.

4.0 The Challenge
When predicting WID loads, the challenge lies in achieving an appropriate balance between
simplicity (and hence accessibility in terms of those who can undertake the work) and
accuracy. When the former is chosen over the latter, it is essential that the approximations
arising are demonstrably conservative; the maximum WID loads being over-estimated.
Fundamentally, there are two methods appropriate to the description of the maximum WID
loads.
(A)

A full stochastic analysis in which the short-term distribution of WID loads arising
in any one sea state is convoluted over all possible sea states (or, preferably,
storms). In adopting this approach, the applied models must incorporate:
• the full nonlinearity of both the incident waves and the applied loads,
• area effects consistent with the plan dimensions of a topside structure,
• wave breaking,
• realistic descriptions of the wave kinematics,
• a WID load model capable of accurately describing FWID(t).
When correctly formulated this approach will define the long-term distribution of
loads, including their inherent variability. Provided this is used in conjunction with
a detailed structural model, incorporating all possible failure modes, the reliability
of a structure can be determined. Whilst this represents the most complete form
of analysis, its complexity should not be under-estimated. Specialist skills are
required, particularly if the calculations are to be undertaken efficiently,
maintaining the required accuracy. There are several methods of achieving such a
solution; one such method outlined in the LOADS JIP documentation.

(B)

A deterministic ‘design wave’ approach. Whilst this method is outwardly much
simpler, the difficulty lies in ensuring that the chosen wave event yields a
conservative estimate of the structural reliability. All the bullet points noted in (A)
above remain relevant and the chosen wave event (or events) must take due
account of the structural layout, the failure mode and the elevation of failure. In
some instances, this may be relatively straightforward, with calculations based
upon a carefully calibrated and much simplified wave model. However, the extent
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of the required calibration should not be under-estimated and, in some instances,
ensuring the required conservatism (without being excessively conservative) may
prove very difficult.

5.0 Wave-in-deck loading events
Recent research leading to an improved understanding of extreme seas has been reviewed in
deliverables O1/D1- O1/D5. A summary of their individual contributions is given in Table 5.1.

Deliverable:
O1/D1
O1/D2
O1/D3
O1/D4
O1/D5

Points addressed:
Existing standards; contrasting approaches and highlighting inadequacies
Met-ocean data: collection and analysis
Short-term and long-term analysis of crest heights
Wave shapes, kinematics and fluid loads
Joint distributions of met-ocean parameters
Table 5.1: Summary of HSE deliverables O1/D1-O1/D5

The purpose of the present section is to relate these advances to the effective (accurate)
prediction of WID loads. In part (A) of O1/D6 it has been argued that the WIJ loads can be
successfully predicted based upon Morison’s equation; the dominant drag load dependent
upon the square of the incident (undisturbed) fluid velocity. In contrast, the time-history of
the WID loading is dependent upon both the crest shape (defining the mass flux of fluid driven
into the deck) and the fluid velocity. Taken together, these define the exchange of momentum
from the fluid high in a wave crest to the topside structure; the rate of dissipation of
momentum defining the applied force. This provides the physical basis for the WID load
models based upon a momentum flux. This corresponds to a direct application of Newton’s
second law and, as such, has a sound physical basis. The first such model was outlined by
Graaf et al (1995). More recently, Ma & Swan (2019b) have proposed a new model
incorporating substantial improvements. Whilst other WID load models can be calibrated
using empirically fitted loading coefficients to produce a ‘best fit’ to available WID load data,
the momentum flux model outlined by Ma & Swan (2019b) has no empirical parameters and
therefore requires no calibration. Importantly, recent comparisons Ma & Swan (2020a,b)
have shown that it is equally effective at predicting the WID loads associated with nonbreaking and breaking waves.
In terms of the incident wave characteristics, Figure 5.1 concerns laboratory data describing
three deep water sea states; Figure 5.1(a) is representative of 100-year design conditions in
the central North Sea, Figure 5.1(b) the 10,000-year conditions and Figure 5.1(c) a steeper sea
state relevant to tropical cyclone conditions. In each case, two important points are clearly
noted:
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The amplification of crest heights above the second-order Forristall (2000) model.
The importance of wave breaking in the tail of the distribution.

Further evidence of the importance of nonlinear amplifications beyond second-order and the
competing influence of wave breaking is given in the O1/D3 (Part B) report. This covers a full
range of relevant water depths and includes complementary evidence from laboratory tests,
field data and numerical calculations. With the occurrence of wave-breaking, including
spilling, over-turning and plunging waves, there are important changes to both the wave
shape and the associated water particle kinematics. These were examined in Sections 4.0 and
5.0 of the O1/D4 report; Figures 4.5 (laboratory data) and 4.9 (field data) being particularly
relevant to the discussion of wave shape and Figures 5.4 (laboratory data) and 5.5 (numerical
calculations) to the discussion of the water particle kinematics.
The implications of these results for the predicted WID loads were first addressed in Figures
6.3 and 6.4 of the O1/D4 report. To investigate further the form of the WID load timehistories, Table 5.2 outlines a large number of deterministic test cases for which WID loads,
FWID (t), were recorded. Full details of these test cases, a physical analysis / explanation of the
applied loads and a direct comparison with the update momentum flux model are given in
Ma & Swan (2019a, b and c). Given the purpose of the present document, it is sufficient to
identify the key factors determining the magnitude of the WID loads and to emphasise the
critical importance of wave breaking.

Table 5.2: Details of the deterministic WID load tests included in Ma & Swan (2019a, b & c).
(Note: All conditions are described at laboratory-scale; the assumed length-scale defined by
ls=1:100 and the corresponding time-scale by ts=1:10).
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Figure 5.2(a) contrasts five loading time-histories, FWID(t), relating to increasing levels of deck
inundation, Δη. Each wave event corresponds to a focused NewWave based upon a JONSWAP
spectrum with Tp=1.6s at laboratory-scale (or 16s at full-scale). The corresponding dash-dot
lines define the water surface elevation on the front-face of the topside structure, while the
dotted lines define the surface elevation on the back-face. Clearly, with an increase in crest
elevation and hence deck inundation, both the water particle kinematics and the volume of
water driven into the deck increase. As a result, the recorded FWID(t) progressively increases.
Figure 5.2 (b) shows a related sequence of plots, covering a similar range of deck inundations,
Δη, but for Tp=1.4s. With a reduction in Tp, several of the incident wave events are breaking
and the largest wave events are over-turning. In Figure 5.2(c) comparisons are made between
the maximum recorded WID force, FWID(max), and Δη for three cases relating to Tp=1.8s, 1.6s
and 1.4s; the Tp=1.6s data presented on Figure 5.2(a) and the Tp= 1.4s on Figure 5.2(b). In
comparing these data two subsets can be identified:
(i)

If the waves are non-breaking (Tp=1.6s and 1.8s), the largest loads for a given Δη
are recorded for the largest Tp. This arises because the crest width and hence the
volume of water driven into the deck increases with Tp, despite a reduction in the
water particle velocities high in the wave crest.

(ii)

If Tp reduces such that wave breaking occurs (Tp=1.4s), FWIDmax rapidly increases
despite a reduction in the size of the crest and hence less water being driven into
the deck. The explanation for this lies in the very large increase in the fluid
velocities high in the crest of a breaking wave (Figures 5.4 and 5.5 in O1/D4).

The data presented on Figure 5.2(c) confirms that substantially larger WID loads, between 3050% larger, occur in over-turning waves.
Figure 5.3 provides direct comparisons between FWID (t) recorded in three wave cases
corresponding to Tp =1.4s, 1.6s and 1.8s, with all other parameters including the level of deck
inundation held constant. In Figure 5.3(a) ηmax = 145mm such that Δη=20mm at laboratoryscale (or 2m at full-scale) and none of the waves are breaking. In this case the magnitude of
the WID loads is controlled by the wave shape or the volume of fluid entering the deck. As
such, the Tp =1.4s case produces the smallest inflow and therefore the smallest load. In
contrast, Figure 5.3(b) concerns the steeper set of wave cases (ηmax = 155mm giving
Δη=30mm). In this case the wave event corresponding to Tp =1.4s is over-turning. As a result,
the fluid velocities high in the wave crest are substantially increased such that this case now
produces the largest (not the smallest) WID load. This is despite the fact that the crest shape
associated with this case continues to produce the smallest inflow of fluid into the deck.
Further evidence of the importance of wave breaking is given in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. These
provide a similar set of plots; Figure 5.4 addressing changes in FWID (t) with the directional
spread, σθ, and Figure 5.5 changes in FWID (t) with the spectral bandwidth; the latter defined
in terms of the peak enhancement factor γ. In both cases, two figures are given: the first
providing comparisons between non-breaking waves and the second including the effects of
wave breaking. In the non-breaking wave cases (Figures 5.4(a) and 5.5(a)), Fx,max is governed
by the wave shape. However, with the occurrence of wave breaking, the water particle
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kinematics high in the wave crest are substantially increased and this quickly comes to
dominate the WID loading; the largest loads arising in the breaking wave cases, irrespective
of the crest shape.
In considering the results presented on Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, it is clear that whilst the wave
period, the directional spread and the spectral bandwidth can all influence the magnitude of
any WID loads, the extent to which they control the level of wave breaking, particularly wave
over-turning, is of primary importance.
This has implications for the success of any WID load predictions; the difficulties arising in two
parts:
(i)

With the occurrence of wave breaking, the rapid change in the water particle
kinematics at high elevations within the wave crest must be included. Indeed, this
is the only part of any kinematics predictions that are relevant to WID load
calculations. However, given the differences between the kinematics in breaking
waves and the currently adopted wave kinematics models (either regular or
irregular wave theories), the effectiveness of any ‘calibration’ must be carefully
addressed. Certainly, there should be an expectation that a different calibration
would be required for non-breaking and breaking waves. Such an approach is not
presently adopted in the present design codes (O1/D1).

(ii)

Given the increased WID loads associated with breaking waves, the identification
of a single representative wave event (or a group of wave events) becomes
problematic. This is compounded by the need to ensure that the resulting load
predictions cover all relevant events, maintaining a small level of conservatism for
any given deck inundation, Δη.

The implications of point (i) is addressed below in respect of the Silhouette method, while
point (ii) is addressed more generally in Section 6.0.

5.1 Effective calibration (of the Silhouette method)
This section will concentrate on the Silhouette model, not least because it is widely applied
and recommended in the ISO, API and NORSOK standards. However, the general arguments
relating to effective calibration also relate to many other models which rely heavily on
empirical coefficients, particularly where they are used as part of a loading recipe.
It has already been noted in the O1/D1 and O1/D4 reports that there are two methods of
applying the Silhouette model. The first, hereafter referred to as Method (1), is as outlined in
the API, ISO and NORSOK standards. The second, Method (2), is as described in Santala (2017).
This was the result of an API working group addressing the so-called API-RP-2MET “Crest
Conundrum”. This arises because the n-year wave height recommended to compute global
jacket loads will not have an associated crest elevation consistent with the inundation level
indicated by the n-year crest. The present author’s view is that this is less a “conundrum”,
more a direct consequence of using an inappropriate regular wave mode based on Hmax. That
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said, it is noted in the conclusions to Santala (2017) that the proposed Method (2) will be
incorporated in the next edition of API-RP-2MET which is expected to be published soon. As
a result, the method needs to be carefully assessed. Details of the two approaches are
summarised as follows:

Method 1:
Step
(a)

Description
The calculation is based upon the n-year maximum wave height, Hmax,
and associated wave period, Tassoc.

(b)

This is modelled using a nonlinear regular wave solution, either Stokes
5th-order or Stream function theory; the latter being more appropriate
in shallower water.

(c)

The water depth, d, is adjusted (increased) to give the correct n-year
crest elevation.

(d)

The water particle kinematics are calculated based upon Hmax, T and d.

(e)

The silhouette method is then calculated using the correct inundation,
Δη and the empirically calibrated drag coefficients, cd, based upon
Finnigan (1991) and Finnigan and Petrauskas (1997). In adopting these
values, it is important to stress that they are used as part of a loading
‘recipe’; the intention being that they should compensate for the
acknowledged “errors” in the kinematics predictions.
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Method 2:
Step
(a)

Description
As described in Method 1: step (a).

(b)

As described in Method 1: step (b).

(c)

As described in Method 1: step (c).

(d)

Adjust T to achieve the correct umax (at z=ηmax) given the n-year ηmax and
Tassoc. In the earlier calibration of model test data (Finnigan, 1991 and
Finnigan and Petrauskas, 1997) the adoption of this estimate of umax led
to minimisation of ∑ Δ𝐹𝑥 ; the sum of the differences between the
measured and predicted WID loads.

(e)

With a reduction in T, the wave steepness and hence the nonlinearity
increases. As a consequence, the crest-trough asymmetry increases,
leading to a larger ηmax for a given Hmax. Having achieved an improved
description of umax, there is now a mismatch between the target and
predicted n-year ηmax and hence the target and predicted Δη.

(f)

Iterate on (c), (d) and (e), incrementally adjusting d and T to achieve the
target n-year ηmax (and hence Δη) and the “correct” umax.

(g)

Apply the silhouette method as described in Method 1: step (e).

In applying these approaches, it is not expected that either the assumed wave shape, η(t), or
the target kinematics, umax, are accurate. This fact is confirmed in Figure 5.6, with further
discussion in the O1/D3 and O1/D4 reports. However, the loading coefficient, cd, is empirically
calibrated (as per Finnigan (1991) and Finnigan and Petrauskas (1997)) to give a best estimate
of the loads. This is the definition of a loading recipe. However, such an approach only works
if the calibration is effective. This, in turn, requires the difference between the actual and the
assumed kinematics to be consistent. It does not matter that the difference may be large,
since this can be calibrated out, but it should not exhibit a rapid variation, and certainly not a
step change. In practice, the occurrence of wave breaking will ensure that this variation can
be very rapid (Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b)). In considering this point, it is important to remember
that as far as WID loading is concerned, the only kinematics predictions that matter are those
arising high in the wave crest, close to the instantaneous water surface. Moreover, it is also
important to note that in describing the laboratory data used to calibrate the Silhouette
model, Finnigan and Petrauskas (1997) specifically note that breaking waves were not used
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in the model tests. This omission is clearly at odds with recent evidence of wave breaking
across a wide range of water depths; Figure 5.1 addressing relatively deep water (kpd=2.0).
The broad range of deterministic WID loading events outlined in Table 5.2 allows a rigorous
assessment of the success of the Silhouette method, including the two alternative calculation
methods. The results of these comparisons are provided on Figures 5.7-5.15. This includes the
full range of available test cases, including variations in the topside porosity defined by
P=63%, 40%, 30%, and 0%; the latter corresponding to a fully-plated structure. In each case
the chosen drag coefficient, cd, is based upon the recommendations / calibrations outlined in
Finnigan (1991) and Finnigan and Petrauskas (1997) and reproduced in API-RP-2MET (see
Table 5.3). In terms of comparisons to the present tests, cd=2.0 was adopted for all cases
except P=0%, where the upper-bound value of cd=2.5 was applied.

Description of topside
structure
Bare, no equipment
Moderately equipped
Heavily equipped

Drag coefficient,
cd
1.6
2.0
2.5

Table 5.3: API recommended drag coefficients, cd, for use in the Silhouette model.
The comparisons provided on Figures 5.7-5.15 show that whilst the Silhouette model works
reasonably well for non-breaking waves loading a deck with high porosity (Figures 5.7(a) and
5.7(c)), the loads associated with breaking waves are significantly under-estimated.
Furthermore, although Method (2) consistently works better than Method (1), similar
problems persist. Given the exclusion of all breaking wave cases in the calibration process,
this is to be expected. Importantly, the largest loads tend to be those that are most underpredicted; presumably because they relate to breaking waves.
With the progressive reduction in the porosity of the topside structure, P, the under-estimate
associated with the Silhouette method grows. Whilst Method (2) is undoubtedly an
improvement over Method (1), the percentage of WID loading events that are significantly
under-estimated remains large. Moreover, the ability to predict the largest loads in the
steepest sea states remains poor.
In considering the success of the Silhouette method, it is also relevant to note that the design
guidance provided by DNVGL (DNV-RP-C205) and heavily referenced in NORSOK, suggests an
upper-bound value of cd=3.5 for head-on waves, with the possibility of larger (but unstated)
loading coefficients when a structure includes “over-hanging” parts where “water may be
trapped”. Although increased loading coefficients will undoubtedly provide some
improvement in the description of the measured data, this will be marginal at best.
Importantly, there is no specific mention of the importance of wave breaking in respect of the
Silhouette model. Without this, and without a concerted effort to re-calibrate the method
appropriate to breaking waves, predictions of the WID loads will remain non-conservative.
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Further detailed analysis of the under-prediction of the Silhouette method in respect of the
wave cases outlined in Table 5.2 is included in Ma & Swan (2020d)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: Observed crest height distributions in typical design sea states showing
amplifications beyond second-order and the occurrence of wave breaking. Laboratory data:
● non-breaking, ● breaking for JONSWAP spectra with Tp=16s, γ=2.5, σθ=15°, d=125m and (a)
Hs=15m, (b) Hs=17.5m and (c) Hs=20m. Data taken from Latheef & Swan (2013).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Horizontal WID loads, Fx(t), for increasing levels of inundation, Δη; the dasheddot lines defining η(t) on the front-face of the topside structure and dotted lines η(t) on the
back-face. (a) JONSWAP spectra (Tp=1.6s, γ=2.5, σθ=0°) in d=1.25m with Δη=10mm, 20mm,
30mm, 40mm and 50mm (at laboratory-scale, all non-breaking), (b) JONSWAP spectra
(Tp=1.4s, γ=2.5, σθ=0°) in d=1.25m with Δη=10mm (non-breaking), 20mm (limiting), 30mm
(spilling), 30mm (over-turning), 37mm (over-turning), and 40mm (over-turning), and (c)
Fx,max for Tp=1.4s (breaking) with comparisons to Tp=1.6s and Tp=1.8s (non-breaking).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Horizontal WID loads, Fx(t), for varying spectral peak periods, Tp; the dashed-dot
lines defining η(t) on the front-face of the topside structure and dotted lines η(t) on the backface. (a) JONSWAP spectra (γ=2.5, σθ=0°) in d=1.25m with Δη=20mm for Tp,=1.4s, 1.6s and
1.8s (all non-breaking) and (b) JONSWAP spectra (γ=2.5, σθ=0°) in d=1.25m with Δη=30mm
for Tp,=1.4s (over-turning), 1.6s and 1.8s (non-breaking).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Horizontal WID loads, Fx(t), for varying directional spread, σθ; the dashed-dot lines
defining η(t) on the front-face of the topside structure and dotted lines η(t) on the back-face.
(a) JONSWAP spectra (Tp=1.6s, γ=2.5) in d=1.25m with Δη=30mm for σθ=0°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°
and 30° (at laboratory-scale, all non-breaking) and (b) JONSWAP spectra (Tp=1.4s, γ=2.5) in
d=1.25m with Δη=30mm for σθ=0° (over-turning), 10° (over-turning), 15° (spilling), 20°
(spilling), 25° (limiting) and 30° (non-breaking).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Horizontal WID loads, Fx(t), for varying spectral bandwidth, defined in terms of
the peak enhancement factor, γ; the dashed-dot lines defining η(t) on the front-face of the
topside structure and dotted lines η(t) on the back-face. (a) JONSWAP spectra (Tp =1.6s, σθ=0°)
in d=1.25m with Δη=20mm for regular wave, γ=5, 2.5 and 1 (all non-breaking) and (b)
JONSWAP spectra (Tp =1.4s, σθ=0°) in d=1.25m with Δη=20mm for regular wave, γ=5, 2.5
(limiting) and 1 (over-turning).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: Wave kinematics beneath a large wave crest in (a) a limiting but non-breaking
and (b) an over-turning wave. (c) The average shape of a large wave. All generated in a
JONSWAP spectrum with Hs=17.2m, Tp=16.0s, γ=2.5, σθ=15°and d=93m.
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Figure 5.7: Fx,max vs. Δη, comparisons between the Silhouette model (with cd=2.0) and
laboratory data (Table 5.2) for a topside structure with P=63%; (a)Tp=1.6s (non-breaking) and
(b) Tp=1.4s (breaking), 1.6s and 1.8s, both calculated using Method (1) and (c) Tp=1.6s (nonbreaking) and (d) Tp=1.4s (breaking), 1.6s and 1.8s, both calculated using the updated Method
(2) following Santala (2017).
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Figure 5.8: Comparisons between the Silhouette model (with cd=2.0) and laboratory data based upon deterministic focused wave groups
(Table 5.2) for a topside structure with P=63%; (a), (b) calculated using Method (1) and (c), (d) calculated using the updated Method (2)
following Santala (2017).
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Figure 5.9: Fx,max vs. Δη, comparisons between the Silhouette model (with cd=2.0) and
laboratory data (Table 5.2) for a topside structure with P=40%; (a)Tp=1.6s (non-breaking) and
(b) Tp=1.4s (breaking), 1.6s and 1.8s, both calculated using Method (1) and (c) Tp=1.6s (nonbreaking) and (d) Tp=1.4s (breaking), 1.6s and 1.8s, both calculated using the updated Method
(2) following Santala (2017).
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Figure 5.10: Comparisons between the Silhouette model (with cd=2.0) and laboratory data based upon deterministic focused wave groups
(Table 5.2) for a topside structure with P=40%; (a), (b) calculated using Method (1) and (c), (d) calculated using the updated Method (2)
following Santala (2017).
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Figure 5.11: Fx,max vs. Δη, comparisons between the Silhouette model (with cd=2.0) and
laboratory data (Table 5.2) for a topside structure with P=30%; (a)Tp=1.6s (non-breaking) and
(b) Tp=1.4s (breaking), 1.6s and 1.8s, both calculated using Method (1) and (c) Tp=1.6s (nonbreaking) and (d) Tp=1.4s (breaking), 1.6s and 1.8s, both calculated using the updated Method
(2) following Santala (2017).
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Figure 5.12: Comparisons between the Silhouette model (with cd=2.0) and laboratory data based upon deterministic focused wave groups
(Table 5.2) for a topside structure with P=30%; (a), (b) calculated using Method (1) and (c), (d) calculated using the updated Method (2)
following Santala (2017).
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Figure 5.13: Fx,max vs. Δη, comparisons between the Silhouette model (with cd=2.5) and
laboratory data (Table 5.2) for a topside structure with P=0%; (a)Tp=1.6s (non-breaking) and
(b) Tp=1.4s (breaking), 1.6s and 1.8s, both calculated using Method (1) and (c) Tp=1.6s (nonbreaking) and (d) Tp=1.4s (breaking), 1.6s and 1.8s, both calculated using the updated Method
(2) following Santala (2017).
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Figure 5.14: Comparisons between the Silhouette model (with cd=2.5) and laboratory data based upon deterministic focused wave groups
(Table 5.2) for a topside structure with P=0%; (a), (b) calculated using Method (1) and (c), (d) calculated using the updated Method (2)
following Santala (2017).
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Figure 5.15: Comparisons between the Silhouette model (with recommended cd) and laboratory data based upon deterministic focused wave
groups (Table 5.2) for a topside structure with varying P (all cases); (a), (b) calculated using Method (1) and (c), (d) calculated using the updated
Method (2) following Santala (2017).
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6.0 Recommended procedures
Considering the two methods (A) and (B) outlined in Section 4, a full stochastic analysis
(Method (A)) is always applicable. Having undertaken the calculations, the potential
importance of WID loading will be clear, a full range of failure modes/elevations can be
addressed, and the long-term distribution of loads accurately defined; the latter being the
essential input into an assessment of the reliability. However, the process of undertaking such
an analysis is time consuming. As an alternative, a deterministic analysis (Method (B)) is much
less onerous. Unfortunately, the challenge with this second approach lies in identifying when
it can be applied with confidence; the latter dictated by the need to maintain a degree of
conservatism when addressing the full parameter space. This must include the occurrence of
wave breaking and alternative failure modes/elevations where appropriate.
The main factor defining the applicability of Method (B) is the level of deck inundation, Δη. In
practice, two cases arise.

6.1 Small deck inundations
If Δη remains relatively small, only those sea states lying close to the peak of the n-year Hs-Tp
environmental contour are relevant to WID loading (Figure 6.1). In such cases, only a limited
range of wave events can enter the topside structure. Based upon these events, two further
sub-divisions can be identified:

(I)

If the steepness of the sea state is such that these waves are non-breaking, perhaps
weakly spilling (white-capping) but not over-turning, modelling procedures based
upon a deterministic regular wave matched to the locally occurring maximum crest
elevation can provide the input to a well-calibrated load model. In this case, and
all subsequent cases, the load model should incorporate the layout of the deck
beams, the openness (or porosity) of the topside structure, and should provide a
time-history of the applied loads appropriate to the predictions of any dynamic
response. With the WID loads proportional to both the local crest shape, η(x,y,t),
and the associated water particle kinematics, u(x,y,z,t), the ‘equivalent’ regular
wave must be based upon both ηmax and the local wave period, Tlocal. In the absence
of additional information, derived from either physical model tests or numerical
simulations, Tlocal may be approximated by the period of a focused NewWave event
(Lindgren (1970), Boccotti (1983) and Tromans et al (1991)) describing the most
probable shape of a large linear wave in intermediate to deep water depths. The
key to the success of this approach lies in an effective calibration. In some cases,
depending on the geometry involved, the calibration may need to be platform
specific.
As an alternative, the deterministic wave event could be based upon a secondorder focused NewWave with both the crest elevation and the wave shape defined
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using Sharma & Dean (1981). In this case, the wave profile deforms in both space
(x,y) and time (t), as would be the case for a real wave. As a result, the location of
the wave event relative to the structure should be chosen to produce the maximum
WID load. This approach has the advantage of being consistent with the
recommended method for the prediction of WIJ loads (see part (A) of deliverable
O1/D6) and therefore avoids many of the difficulties associated with the phasing of
the WIJ and WID loading components. Moreover, since the wave shape is physically
more realistic, the calibrations of the load model will be more widely applicable, or
less sensitive to the values of ηmax and Tlocal.

(II)

If the sea state is steeper, the largest waves entering the topside structure may be
breaking and/or over-turning. In this case both the wave shape, η(x,y,t) and the
associated water particle kinematics, both umax and (∂u/∂z)max, will be very different
to a regular wave solution. As a result, the calibration of the load model becomes
more difficult / time consuming, requiring problem-specific input. To avoid these
difficulties, a deterministic focused wave becomes the preferred option. In this
case, the local wave period should be reduced until a wave having the correct ηmax
and hence the correct Δη, over-turns. This can either be achieved numerically with
the output wave shape and kinematics used to drive a proven WID load model, or
the desired wave could be generated in a laboratory wave basin and the timehistory of the global WID load, FWID(t), acting on a model topside structure
measured directly. In either case, the location of the focused wave event relative
to the topside structure again needs to be investigated iteratively to determine the
maximum applied WID load.

In addressing cases (I) and (II), the maximum crest elevation must be defined as the area
maximum, or the largest crest occurring anywhere under the deck of a structure. At first sight
this may appear excessively conservative, not least because in respect of (I) the equivalent
regular wave occurs over the entire topside area. This is clearly not the case for the area
maximum crest elevation. Likewise, in respect of (I) and (II), the use of a focused wave event
requires a spatial investigation to determine the location of the event that causes the
maximum WID load. This is unavoidable in a single deterministic calculation since to adopt
any other spatial location (or to reduce the crest elevation to the point maximum) would
simply result in an arbitrarily reduced WID load. However, the probability that the n-year area
maximum crest elevation also occurs at the worst possible loading position undoubtedly
implies a smaller exceedance probability (Q<1/n). In some respects, this is an unavoidable
consequence of seeking to apply a simplified deterministic approach and at the same time
ensuring a (ideally small) degree of conservatism. In practice, the conservatism will be less
than might be expected for two reasons:
(i)

As a large wave begins to steepen and break, its spatial evolution will reduce. In
effect the wave becomes more persistent; the difference between the point
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maximum and the area maximum reducing. It should also be noted that wave
breaking is a dissipative process, leading to reductions in the crest height.
With a larger level of deck inundation, above the level of the deck beams, the
spatial variation in FWID(t) is much reduced.

These effects can be addressed using either a physical model study or correctly formulated
CFD calculations.

6.2 For large deck inundations
With an increase in Δη, a larger proportion of the Hs-Tp contour space needs to be investigated
to identify the worst-case loading event; or the loading event with the highest exceedance
probability that causes failure. As a result, it becomes increasingly difficult to specify a single
deterministic wave event. The nature of this difficulty is highlighted on Figure 6.1. With WID
loads occurring across a relatively broad range of sea states, and with the occurrence of wave
breaking in the steepest sea states, the critical WID loading events may be associated with
breaking waves having a lower crest elevation giving a smaller deck inundation, Δη.
In terms of WID loading, and with all other wave parameters held constant, the evidence
provided on Figures 5.2-5.5 confirms the following points:
(a) An increase in crest elevation produces a larger inundation, Δη, and larger water
particle kinematics high in the wave crest. Both produce an increase in the applied
WID loads.
(b) A reduction in the wave period produces a steeper wave with larger crest kinematics.
Although this effect can be offset by a reduction in the volume of fluid entering the
deck, it typically increases the applied load, at least for the steepest near-breaking /
breaking waves.
(c) If the wave steepness increases to the point at which the waves over-turn, the
increase in the crest kinematics is very large. As a result, the occurrence of wave overturning is always associated with an increase in the applied WID loads.
In seeking a deterministic wave event that is demonstrably conservative, the points noted
above allow the following arguments to be made:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

For an n-year return period, a fully nonlinear focused NewWave event can be
matched to the n-year crest elevation; the local period of this wave arising as a
direct consequence of the associated spectral shape.
To ensure that this event produces the maximum WID load, the local wave period
is reduced and the input amplitude adjusted to produce an over-turning wave with
the same n-year crest elevation.
Having maintained the maximum possible crest elevation, point (a) above has
been addressed.
By ensuring the wave is over-turning, point (c) has been addressed and, at the
same time, the uncertainty associated with (b) has been avoided.
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With the wave event described above in the early stages of wave breaking, neither the water
surface elevation, η(x,y,t), or the associated water particle kinematics, u(x,y,z,t) can be
defined using the commonly applied analytic wave models. As a result, the wave event would
have to be described using either:
(i)
(ii)

A fully nonlinear numerical model. This could be a spectral model, a boundary
element formulation or based upon CFD calculations.
Laboratory observations.

In the case of (i), the WID loading could either be predicted using a validated WID load model,
as described above, or by direct pressure integration using the same CFD code. In (ii) the
difficulty of measuring u(x,y,z,t) high in the wave crest suggests that direct measurements of
the WID loads on a scaled topside structure is preferable. In both cases iterative
calculations/observations would be required to determine the position of the evolving wave
event relative to the topside structure that gives the largest WID loading event.
One important advantage of using the methods outlined in (i) and (ii) is that if, in a given sea
state, the formation of a breaking wave is unrealistic, this will become obvious given the
extent of the change in T. If this lies outside the expected limits, given the Tp of the sea state
under consideration (see deliverable O1/D2), then either a non-breaking wave will be relevant
to WID calculations, or a steeper sea state. However, in practical terms most design sea states
relevant to UK waters with exceedance probabilities of Q≤10-2 will include breaking waves.
Evidence of the success of this approach is given in Figure 6.2. Whilst the deterministic wave
event outlined above will undoubtedly be conservative, the comments noted in Section 5.1
are equally relevant. Nevertheless, in some sea states the degree of conservatism may be
excessive. If this is to be avoided, a full stochastic analysis is required taking due account of
all potential loading events. Once again, there are several ways of undertaking such an
analysis. Alternatives include:
(a) An empirical approach, based upon extensive model testing.
(b) Numerical calculations using CFD.
(c) The empirically calibrated models outlined in the LOADS JIP.
In each approach, the results should be subject to independent validation. This is inherent to
the models outlined in (c).
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Small deck inundations:
• Limited range of wave events
can enter the deck
• Critical sea states lie close to the
n-year contour

•

Larger proportion of Hs-Tp space
becomes relevant

Figure 6.1: Possible WID loading events, dependence on the level of deck inundation, Δη
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Figure 6.2: Defining a deterministic upper-bound based upon a breaking focused wave events
(coloured symbols); comparisons to WID load measurements recorded in a long random
simulation (x individual loading events and ● ranked-order or Q-Q plot of individual events).
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7.0 Concluding remarks
This document represents the second part of a report concerning extreme environmental
loading events. The first part (O1/D6 Part A) concerns the wave-in-jacket (WIJ) loading and
the second part the effective prediction of wave-in-deck (WID) loading. In both cases the
necessary load predictions are assessed based upon the requirements of a structural
reliability analysis. This must, by definition, address all possible failure modes and elevations;
the relevant loads being the sum of all components acting above the failure elevation, taking
due account of their relative phasing.
The present report has considered both deterministic and stochastic predictions of the WID
loads. Whilst the former provides relatively simple and accessible calculation procedures,
they are typically based upon an assumed failure mode, usually positioned at the mudline. In
contrast, the latter requires no prior assumptions concerning the failure mode or elevation,
is complete in the sense of the range of wave events addressed, but is inevitably more
complex. In determining the most appropriate calculation procedure, the challenge lies in
minimising the required complexity, whilst avoiding both unjustified assumptions and
excessive conservatism.
In addressing these points, the following recommendations are made:
(a) If the deck elevation is relatively high such that only the most extreme crest
elevations can enter the deck, simplified deterministic calculations can be
applied without introducing excessive conservatism. However, they must be
based upon realistic large wave events, incorporating the possibility of wave
breaking.
(b) If the deck elevation is relatively low such that a broad range of wave events
can enter the deck, it becomes increasingly difficult to pre-determine the wave
events generating the worse-case loads without introducing excessive
conservatism. In such cases, a full stochastic analysis may be preferable. In
addressing all possible large wave events (in all storms), the potential
conservatism introduced by the need to select one particular wave event (or
group of wave events) is eliminated.
In adopting (a), the use of a loading recipe is entirely acceptable provided it can:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Be effectively calibrated over the full range of relevant wave conditions and
topside geometries / properties.
Address the rapid changes in the applied loads that occur due to wave breaking.
Incorporate the porosity of the topside structure, including its internal layout.

The difficulties of achieving these requirements should not be under-estimated. In many
cases this will require problem specific calibration; the magnitude of any loading coefficients
depending on the steepness of the incident waves (since this determines the level of wave
breaking) and the porosity of the topside structure.
A convenient alternative is to use a physically realistic description of both the incident waves
and the applied loading; the latter provided by the recently developed Lagrangian
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Momentum Absorption (LMA) model (Ma & Swan, 2020b). This avoids the need for any form
of empirical input.
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